EZ SQUEEZE
W/LEVERGRAB™
™

O N E - H A N D E D

A D J U S T M E N T

Patented WebGrab™
w/BuckHorn™
Allows for easy adjustment of your
outer strap. A simple tap of the
BuckHorn™ with the palm of your
hand allows user to adjust out.

New wear-resistant Tough
Rope is constructed with
an energy absorbing nylon
core, red braided polyester
inner core cover (red wear
indicator) and an abrasion
and heat resistant Technora
outer jacket that eliminates
the need for a wear guard.

All new Buck LeverGrab™ (LAD)
designed to allow users to
lengthen w/out removing weight
from inner rope.

EZ Squeeze™ loop handle has been
reinforced to provide more rigidity,
making ascending and descending
easier, and also keeping hands in
line with each other.

EZ Squeeze™ W/LeverGrab™
490K3
Our most advanced and most premium EZ Squeeze™ yet takes the brutal strength of our new ToughRope™ and adds the new LeverGrab™, which was
specifically designed to let the user adjust without removing weight from their inner rope. Our new ToughRope™ is wear resistant and constructed with an
energy absorbing nylon core, red braided polyester inner core cover (red wear indicator) and an abrasion and heat resistant Technora outer jacket and has
been extremely popular for those that get frustrated with a traditional wear guard and might be climbing on abrasive surfaces.
Features & Benefits:
•
Easy one-handed outer strap adjustment through use of Buckingham’s
patented WebGrab™ with the New BuckHorn™ Adjustment Lever. With
just a flick of the wrist, users can adjust the strap in and just tap the
BuckHorn™ to adjust out.
•
Newly positioned handle to promote a more natural and ergonomic

•
•

climbing motion that is also reinforced for more rigidity.
Easily switched out for users that prefer the WebGrab™ on their left or
right side.
3,600 lb. gate-rated hardware.
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